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Great news! I am quite impressed by the
combination and working together :) I also had
to do a thorough search on the net to find a
solution to the problem but finally I found that
I can uninstall the DX10 fixer from the
"Add/Remove Programs" utility (windows 8.1
64 bit). I discovered that as long as dx10 fixer
is active, even if the daxmins in the registry
say its not the case, it actually is. Its still
making shadow traces for the vehicles with an
FSI box on aircraft, under DX9 that is not
active it gives the blank box shadow instead. I
would recommend to check if you are missing
any libraries (system32\stevefxdaxmin.dll or
any other) that are causing this problem.
Perhaps reinstalling Steves DX10 Fixer and
reinstalling your daz libraries for your versions
should be enough. I just reinstalled STEVE FX
fixer (2.1.2.1.86) and daxmin.dll without any
problems. I also did not receive any message
about missing daxmin.dll or STEVE FX fixer but
I still have the problem (grey box). Any ideas?
File Description: Make FSX default
cockpit/gear look normal in DX10 mode and
improve performance. The old work around,
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detailed in the thread you referred to, http://w
ww.fsxscenery.com/forums/thread/5433.aspx ,
does not apply and your message has been
lost. Happy afternoon Steve, I purchased both
DX10 Preview fixer and DX10 Cloud Shadows
this morning. The product has now activated
and I receive the following message:
Unrecognised FSX Edition please contact
SteveFX support. I have the FSX version of
Steam that is supposed to be compatible
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